VITALITY HD SPORTS 2.0 Plus™ is a unique high density 80/20 Blue Rye turf mixture with a superb fibrous root system that is credited to Hampton (*The Root Monster*) along with a diverse formulation of other *SUPER ELITE* high performance Kentucky bluegrasses PLUS top performance Benchmark Perennial Ryegrass.

VITALITY HD HD SPORTS 2.0 Plus quickly produces extreme wear and traffic tolerant turf that is fast to recover from hard play and its superior genetics build a remarkable advantage over summer patch and other diseases. With early spring green up and extended fall color, plus full sun and stadium shade performance, VITALITY HD HD SPORTS 2.0 Plus outperforms other blends on cleated sports fields due to the synergy created with superior varieties in this heavy duty Kentucky bluegrass based blend.

**VITALITY HD SPORTS 2.0 Plus**

**Strengths**
Develops a deep and fibrous root system is the advantage for fast turf recovery from traffic damage and drought stress.

**Wear**
Superior wear and traffic tolerance that withstands the abuse of cleated traffic with minimal damage and fast recovery.

**Color**
Super Elite varieties selected for uniform dark green genetic color for season long performance. Early spring green up provides heavy duty turf for spring sports. Excellent color/growth produces heavy duty turf through the summer and fall seasons.

**Performance**
VITALITY HD Sports 2.0 Plus is agronomically formulated for heavy duty performance. No weak varieties, which would erode performance, are ever used to blend down the cost.

**Uses**
High performance sports fields

**Texture**
Fine blade, dark green color, high density turf

**Mowing Heights**
0.50” to 2.5” depending on management

Enhanced with: